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Our 3 August 2021 call on Antisense Therapeutics looked pretty good not long after we made it at $0.22. In
October the stock spiked higher, reaching $0.335 by 25 October. That spike allowed Antisense to raise $20m
at $0.24 in a placement, with another $16.8m anticipated via a 1:9.4 rights issue at the same price. This gives
Antisense enough money to get started on a pivotal trial of its lead ATL1102 drug in Duchenne Muscular
Dystrophy (DMD). If this study works, Antisense could have an approved blockbuster drug on the market by
2025.
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Thank you Ionis
For over twenty years Antisense Therapeutics has beavered away looking to develop a successful drug based
on antisense technology. Anti what? Okay, stick with us. It’s actually simple. You have genes that produce
proteins that cause disease, but you block those genes with strings of RNA that are ‘antisense’ to the ‘sense’ of
the gene. All you need is to chemically stabilise the nucleotides in your drug so that they don’t get chopped up
before the drug can work its antisense magic.
For a long time, knowledgeable people said this treatment approach was science fiction. Then it became
reality thanks to Ionis Pharmaceuticals (Nasdaq: IONS) and a drug called Kynamro, FDA approved in 2013 for
the treatment of a rare disease of high cholesterol called homozygous familial hypercholesterolemia. That
drug proved that antisense was real and a later drug from 2016, called Spinraza for Spinal Muscular Atrophy,
proved that antisense could create blockbusters. All of which was good news for Antisense Therapeutics
because its technology was licensed from Ionis.

The 2018 brainwave at Antisense
Now fast forward in time. It’s 2018 and Antisense Therapeutics has yet to hit the big time. It has come close,
with a successful Phase IIa study in Multiple Sclerosis, but that programme got held up by FDA on dosing

issues. The company then has a brainwave: There’s now a new drug for Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy, the
genetic disease that affects only boys for which the late American entertainer Jerry Lewis used to raise money
in those famous telethons. The new drug, FDA approved in 2016, had been developed by another American
biotech called Sarepta Therapeutics (Nasdaq: SRPT) and uses a version of antisense technology. But that
drug can only allow the boys with Duchenne to make the dystrophin protein we all need for muscle formation,
but which these poor kids lack. It can’t help deal with the excessive inflammation boys with Duchenne are
afflicted with.
Why not, reasoned Antisense, develop an antisense drug to solve that problem? The company already had
the drug, since its ATL1102 antisense construct, the one previously tried out in MS, could target the VLA-4
receptor that allowed lymphocytes to migrate into tissue. And there was evidence that boys with DMD had
more lymphocytes that were high expressing of CD49d, which is one half of VLA-4. Re-indicating ATL1102
into Duchenne inflammation would represent a valuable Orphan drug opportunity that could move quickly and
would potentially replace nasty corticosteroid treatment.

A drug that works
By May 2020 Antisense had the Phase 2 evidence. It had administered ATL1102 subcutaneously once per
week for 24 weeks in nine non-ambulatory boys with Duchenne. Those boys had improvements in motor
function and strength, with the trial’s primary endpoint met and its secondary endpoints exceeded. That was
good enough for the FDA to give ATL1102 a Rare Paediatric Disease Designation for DMD in September 2020.
And you know what that means … Antisense Therapeutics now is potentially eligible for one of those juicy
Priority Review Vouchers they can either use or sell for, potentially, a lot of money. Orphan Drug Designation
followed - from the FDA in October 2020 and from the EMA in Europe in December 2020.
Which brings us to the exciting position that Antisense Therapeutics now finds itself in. As we write, the
company is getting ready to run a Phase 2/3 study in DMD where that single study, in about 108 boys with
Duchenne, gets the drug approved in the EU. And if it works in Europe, US approval may not be far behind.

Big upside
There are probably 26,000 boys in the EU and another 18,000 in the US that can benefit from ATL1102, and at
the kind of pricing Antisense can likely receive for the drug, it can be a blockbuster. And the recent funding we
noted above gets the trial funded to the point where a planned ‘futility analysis’ – something that is routine in
all late-stage clinical studies – can tell us if it seems to be working. At that point options attached to the recent
funding can likely kick in and fund the rest of the study to Phase 2/3 results. If ATL1102 can improve upper
limb performance in the treated boys with statistical significance on a well-understood measure, this drug is
then approvable, although Antisense run an ‘open label extension’ on the 2/3 and the EMA wants to see some
data from that as part of its review process. We think Antisense can get to this point by about 2025.
What’s Antisense worth should this study work? We’ve seen US companies go to valuations of more than
a billion US dollars with one successful Orphan Drug. At the moment Antisense Therapeutics goes for only
A$138m. And that’s with the recently raised case. And ATL1102 in DMD is only the lead programme for this
company. Ahead of the Phase 2/3 getting started, this stock remains four stars.
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